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Disalignment transitions in cold collisions of 3P atoms with structureless targets in a magnetic field
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A method for quantum-mechanical calculations of cross sections for the Zeeman transitions in collisions of
3P atoms with structureless targets in a magnetic field is presented and applied to the study of magnetic and
electronic relaxation in oxygen-helium and carbon-helium collisions at cold and ultracold temperatures. The
rate constants for collisionally induced transitions between Zeeman levels in ground-state oxygen have large
magnitudes in a 1 T field. It is shown that magnetic fields induce the forbidden3P1 → 3P0 transition in
ultracold collisions of carbon with helium. The cross section vanishes at zero energy for field-free collisions,
but becomes infinitely large in a finite magnetic field, varying with velocityv and magnetic fieldB asB2/v.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent experiments, Doyle and co-workers@1–11# cre-
ated cold atoms and molecules by a buffer gas loading te
nique. The method is based on collisional equilibration of
translational motion of atoms and molecules in a c
(,1 K) buffer gas of helium and magnetic trapping of t
slowed atoms or molecules. The atoms or molecules
trapped in their low-field seeking state which is the Zeem
level with the highest energy. Collisions with helium atom
may induce disalignment or relaxation from the Zeem
level leading to the release of energy and loss of the trap
species. The density of captured atoms in a magnetic tra
largest in the middle of the trap where the magnetic field
zero but the atoms are usually distributed over the trap
gion where the magnetic fieldB50 –2 T. A complete analy-
sis of the trapping efficiency requires the study of magne
field effects on the collisional processes.

All atoms trapped so far were in a state with zero el
tronic orbital momentum. The Zeeman transitions in co
sions ofS-state atoms with structureless targets such as
lium are determined by the interaction of the spin angu
momentum of the atoms with the orbital angular moment
for the collision—the spin-rotation interaction—which
very small. It has been proposed recently@12# to use the
buffer gas loading technique for trapping atoms in states w
nonzero electronic orbital angular momentum. The efficien
of the experiments will depend primarily on the relative ra
of elastic energy transfer and Zeeman relaxation in collisi
with helium. The mechanism for the Zeeman transitions
atoms with nonzero electronic orbital angular moment
will differ from that in S-state atoms.

The Zeeman transitions in a magnetic field have b
studied experimentally for collisions of3P and 2P atoms
with rare gas atoms at high temperatures (;230–380 K)
@13–22#. Several theoretical studies focused on disalignm
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effects in the open-shell atoms@23–27#, but these calcula-
tions did not account for magnetic fields. The experimen
measurements were accompanied by model analyses b
on perturbation theory@13# and a semiclassical method@28#,
but these approximate approaches may not be adequa
very low energies. To the best of our knowledge, no rigoro
calculations have been reported for collisionally induc
Zeeman transitions in open-shellP atoms in magnetic fields

In this paper, we describe a method for accurate quan
calculations of cross sections for Zeeman and spin-orbit tr
sitions in collisions of3Pj atoms with structureless targets
a magnetic field. We investigate the magnetic-field dep
dence of elastic and inelastic energy transfer in c
O(3Pj 52,mj 512)1He collisions. We show that the dynamic
of spin-orbit transitions in ultracold collisions may be mod
fied by the magnetic field. Thus, the3Pj 51→3Pj 50 transi-
tion in C(3P)-He collisions, forbidden to first order, become
allowed in a magnetic field, and the threshold behavior of
cross section at zero energy is changed by the magnetic fi

The theory is described in Sec. II. Section III presents
results, and the conclusions are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. THEORY

The total Hamiltonian of the structureless atom (He)-3P
atom ~for example, oxygen or carbon! system in a magnetic
field may be written~in atomic units! as

H52
1

2m

d2

dR2
1VCF1VES1VSO1VB , ~1!

whereR is the interatomic separation,m is the reduced mas
of the colliding particles,VES is the nonrelativistic part of the
electronic Hamiltonian,VSO is the spin-orbit interaction op
erator,VCF is the operator of the centrifugal interaction, an
VB is the operator describing the interaction of the open-s
3P atom with the magnetic field.

The VCF operator is given by
:
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VCF5
l̂ 2

2mR2
, ~2!

wherel is the rotational angular momentum of theR̂ vector
joining the two atoms and is equivalent to the orbital angu
momentum for collision@29#. The spin-orbit operator is rep
resented by the scalar product of the electronic orbital an
lar momentumL̂ and the electronic spin angular momentu
Ŝ:

VSO5AL̂•Ŝ, ~3!

with a constantA related to the spin-orbit splitting.
The operator for the interaction of the3P atom with a

magnetic field has the form@30#

VB5m0~ L̂12Ŝ!•B̂, ~4!

where m0 is the Bohr magneton and the vectorB̂ is the
magnetic field.

The vector sum ofL̂ and Ŝ yields the total electronic
angular momentumĵ . The total wave function is expanded
products of eigenfunctions ofĵ 2 and l̂ 2 as follows:

c5 (
lml jmj

Flml jmj
~R!Ylml

~R̂!Yjmj
~ r̂ !. ~5!

Vector r̂ denotes collectively the position vectors of thep

electrons in the open-shell atom, and the projections ofl̂ and
ĵ on a space-fixed quantization axis are denoted byml and
mj , respectively.

The elements of theVCF matrix in the basis~5! are

^ lml jmj uVCFu j 8mj8l 8ml8&5d l l 8dmlml8
d j j 8dmjmj8

l ~ l 11!

2mR2
.

~6!

The spin-orbit operator is diagonal in theu jmj lml& repre-
sentation and has the elements

^ lml jmj uVSOu j 8mj8l 8ml8&5d l l 8dmlml8
d j j 8dmjmj8

D j , ~7!

whereD j is the energy of the3Pj atom without the magnetic
field.

If the He-3P atom interaction potential is expanded in
Legendre series@31,32#,

VES~R̂!5 (
l50,2

4p

2l11
Vl~R!(

ml

Ylml
* ~R̂!Ylml

~ r̂ !, ~8!

the matrix elements of theVES operator in theu jmj lml& basis
can be readily evaluated using the Wigner-Eckart theo
@33#. They have the form
01340
r

u-

m

^ lml j ~LS!mj uVESu j 8~LS!mj8l 8ml8&

5 (
l50,2

Vl(
ml

~21!S1 j 1 j 81l1ml2ml2mj

3@~2L11!~2L11!~2 j 11!~2 j 811!

3~2l 11!~2l 811!#1/2H L j S

j 8 L lJ
3S j l j 8

2mj ml mj8D S l l l 8

2ml 2ml ml8D
3S L l L

0 0 0D S l l l 8

0 0 0D , ~9!

where symbols in parentheses and curly braces are 3j and 6j
symbols. TermsVl50 andVl52 in this equation are related
to the nonrelativistic interaction potentials of the HeO
HeC molecule in theS andP states as follows@34–37#:

Vl505~VS12VP!/3,

Vl5255~VS2VP!/3. ~10!

The quantizationz axis is chosen in the direction ofB̂.
The VB operator can then be rewritten as

VB5m0B~Lz12Sz!, ~11!

and the elements of theVB matrix can be evaluated in th
basis of eigenfunctions ofL̂2, Lz , Ŝ2 and Sz . These func-
tions are related to the eigenfunctions ofĵ 2 and j z by the
transformation

u jmj&5 (
MLMS

F L S j

ML MS mjG uLMLSMS&, ~12!

whereML and MS are the projections ofL̂ and Ŝ on theB̂
axis, and the symbols in the square brackets are the Cleb
Gordan coefficients. A combination of Eqs.~11! and ~12!
gives theVB matrix in theu jmj& representation~Table I!. The
VB operator is diagonal in thel andml quantum numbers.

The VB matrix is diagonal inmj but nondiagonal inj.
Thus,j is not a good quantum number. The projection of t
electronic angular momentummj is a good quantum numbe
asymptotically atR5`. TheVES operator mixes differentmj
states at finite interatomic separations. It follows from E
~9! that the matrix elements of theVES operator that couple
the states withmj andmj6Dmj must also couple the state
with ml andml7Dmj , and there are no couplings betwee
the states corresponding to different values ofmj1ml . The
sumM5mj1ml is, therefore, conserved in a collision.

For each value of the magnetic field, we define the tra
formation C that diagonalizes the matrix of theVSO1VB
operator. For a finiteB, this transformation lifts the degen
6-2
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TABLE I. The nonzero elements of theVB matrix for the O-He system.

( jmj )/( j 8mj8) 222 221 20 21 22 121 10 11 00

222 23m0B
221 23Bm0/2 2Bm0/2
20 2Bm0 /A3
21 3Bm0/2 2Bm0/2
22 3Bm0

121 2Bm0/2 23Bm0/2
10 2Bm0 /A3 2A2Bm0 /A3
11 2Bm0/2 3Bm0/2
00 2A2m0B/A3
a-

e
in

f

e

s
e

are

ge
eracy of differentmj states corresponding to the samej, but
does not mix differentlml-states. The new channels are l
beled by the quantum numbersl ,ml ,mj , and a new quantum
numbern in place ofj. Statesunmj& andun8mj& have differ-
ent energies. The splitting of the energy levels of oxyg
in the 3Pj 52 state due to the magnetic field is illustrated
Fig. 1.

The scatteringS matrix is obtained from the solution o
the following system of equations:

F d2

dR2
1knmj

2 2
l ~ l 11!

R2 GFnlmlmj
~R!

52m (
n8 l 8ml8mj8

^nlmlmj uUun8l 8ml8mj8&Fn8 l 8m
l8m

j8
~R!,

~13!

whereknmj

2 52m(E2enmj
), E is the total energy,enmj

are the

eigenenergies of theVSO1VB matrix, and the elements of th
coupling matrix^nlmlmj uUun8l 8ml8mj8& are given by

FIG. 1. Magnetic dependence of the energy levels of oxy
correlating with the3Pj 52 level at zero magnetic field.
01340
n

U5CTVESC. ~14!

The coupling matrixU is constructed for all possible value
of M, and Eqs.~13! are integrated using the log-derivativ
propagator of Johnson and Manolopoulos@38# subject to the
boundary conditions

F
n8 l 8m

l8m
j8

nlmlmj ~R→0!50,

F
n8 l 8m

l8m
j8

nlmlmj ~R→`!5
1

kn8m
j8

1/2 $dnn8d l l 8dmlml8
dmjmj8

3exp@2 i~knmj
R2p l /2!#

2Sn8 l 8m
l8m

j8 ;nlmlmj

M
exp@ i~kn8m

j8
R2p l 8/2!#%.

~15!

The cross sections for elastic and inelastic scattering
computed from theS matrix as follows:

n

FIG. 2. Cross sections for themj512→mj8512 ~full curve!,
mj512→mj8511 ~short-dashed curve!, mj512→mj850 ~dot-
ted curve!, mj512→mj8521 ~long-dashed curve!, andmj512
→mj8522 ~dot-dashed curve! transitions in O(3Pmj 52)-3He colli-
sions in the magnetic fieldB51 T.
6-3
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TABLE II. Rate constants (cm3 sec21) at temperatures of 1 and 0.5 K for themj512→mj8 transitions
in O(3Pmj 52)-3He collisions in the magnetic fieldB51.

mj8512 mj8511 mj850 mj8521 mj8522

T51 K
0.24731029 0.336310210 0.248310210 0.108310211 0.436310212

T50.5 K
0.15531029 0.236310210 0.248310210 0.106310211 0.379310212
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snmj→n8m
j8
5

p

knmj

2 (
l

(
ml

(
l 8

(
ml8

(
M

ud l l 8dmlml8
dnn8dmjmj8

2Snmj lml ;n8m
j8 l 8m

l8
M u2, ~16!

whereSnmj lml ;n8m
j8 l 8m

l8
M

is the element of theS matrix or the

probability amplitude for theunmj lml&→un8mj8l 8ml8& transi-
tion computed at a fixed value ofM.

An alternative, and somewhat more efficient, procedur
to integrate the scattering equations directly in the ba
u lml jmj& with the coupling matrix given by the sum

U5VES1VB ~17!

and the wave numbers defined askjmj

2 52m(E2D j ). The

asymptotic log-derivative matrix must then be transform
by the C matrix as in Eq.~14! before construction of theS
matrix. Both approaches give identical results.

The calculations reported in the following section we
carried out with accurate interaction potentials for He-O(3P)
@39# and He-C(3P) @40#.

III. RESULTS

A. Zeeman transitions in the ground-state oxygen

The magneticmj levels of oxygen in the3Pj 52 state are
split in a magnetic field as shown in Fig. 1. Themj52 level
has the highest energy and the O(3Pmj 52) atoms can be cap
tured in a magnetic trap. For the capture rate to be effici
it is necessary that the probability for the elas
O(3Pmj 52)-He collisions that cool the oxygen atoms to lo
temperatures be much larger than the probability of inela
collisions leading to relaxation of themj52 level.

Figure 2 shows the cross sections for elastic andmj52
→mj8,2 inelastic collisions of oxygen with3He in a mag-
netic fieldB51 T and at kinetic energiesEcol in the interval
between 1026 and 30 cm21. The cross sections for the in
elastic transitions increase as 1/AEcol in the limit of low col-
lision energies, and the elastic cross section tends to a
stant value. The elastic cross section is larger than the c
sections for themj52→mj851 andmj52→mj850 transi-
tions at collision energies>1023 cm21. Table II lists the
rate constants obtained by the Boltzmann averaging of
cross sections in Fig. 2. The rate constant for the ela
energy transfer atT51 K is only one order of magnitude
larger than the rate constants for themj52→mj851 and
01340
is
is

d

t,

ic

n-
ss

e
ic

mj52→mj850 transitions. This indicates that, although,
principle, the buffer gas loading of oxygen atoms in a ma
netic trap should be possible, it will be quite inefficient@41#.

The cross section for themj52→mj850 transition is
larger than the cross section for themj52→mj851 transi-
tion at ultralow collision energies~Fig. 2!. Similarly, the
probability of themj52→mj8522 transition is much larger
than the probability of themj52→mj8521 transition when
Ecol is very small. We have shown earlier@42# that for odd
integerss, the transitions withDmj5s and Dmj5s11 are
determined by the scattering of the same partial waves.
Dmj5s andDmj5s11 transitions follow the same thresh
old law, and theDmj5s transitions are more efficient in
He-O(3Pj 52) collisions than theDmj5s11 transitions,
when themj levels are degenerate@42#. Volpi and Bohn@43#
suggested a model for the magnetic dependence of ultra

FIG. 3. Cross sections for themj512→mj8 transitions in
O(3Pmj 52)-3He collisions as functions of the magnetic-fie
strengthB at a collision energy of 1026 cm21.
6-4
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inelastic atom-molecule collisions which can be used to
plain the anomalous ratio of theDmj5s11 to Dmj5s cross
sections in a magnetic field. When the energy defect betw
the initial and the final scattering states is small and the
lision energy is low, the height of the centrifugal barrier
the final state can be larger than the initial energy of
system and the inelastic collision is suppressed by the
trifugal maximum in the outgoing channel. Increasing t
energy gap between the initial and the final states sho
increase the probability of escaping the barrier. Volpi a
Bohn@43# proposed a semiempirical formula which indicat
that the cross sections for the Zeeman transitions at ultra
temperatures increase with magnetic field strength. Figu
shows the magnetic-field dependence of cross sections
mj52→mj8 transitions in oxygen at an ultralow collisio
energy. Although the formula of Bohn and Volpi predicts
monotonic increase of the transition probabilities withB, our
data show that the initial rapid increase of the cross sec
levels off at high values ofB. WhenB is high, the splitting of
the mj levels is so large that the centrifugal barrier in t
final channel does not affect the cross section and the a
ments of Volpi and Bohn do not apply. The suppression a
enhancement of spin-flip transitions due to the centrifu
barrier in the final scattering state have also been obse

FIG. 4. Cross sections for themj512→mj8 transitions in
O(3Pmj 52)-3He scattering at a collision energy of 2 cm21 as func-
tions of the magnetic-field strengthB.
01340
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by Zygelman and Dalgarno in Na-Na ultracold collisio
@44#.

Figure 4 shows the magnetic-field dependence of cr
sections formj transitions at a collision energy comparab
with the energy difference between the Zeeman levels.
inelastic cross sections decrease asB increases from 0 to 1 T
pass through a minimum and increase with further incre
of B. The initial decrease of the cross section withB is,
apparently, due to the increase of the energy separation
the energy gap law. At high magnetic field, couplings b
tween the states corresponding to different total angular
menta are enhanced and increase the total cross section
still higher collision energies (;10 cm21), the effect of the
energy gap is less significant and the cross sections for
mj -changing transitions, shown in Fig. 5, increase slowly
B increases from 0 to 4 T. An increase of the cross secti
for the Zeeman transitions with the magnetic-field strength
high collision energies has been observed experimentally
Cs(2P1/2)-He collisions at values ofB50 –4 T @13# and a
similar explanation was given. When the magnetic field w
increased beyond 4 T, the cross section for themj -changing
transition in Cs showed a fall off. The effect has not be
definitively explained@13#.

B. Forbidden 3P1\
3P0 transition in a magnetic field

Because the electrostatic interaction does not couple
3Pj 51 and 3Pj 50 states, the transition between them is fo
bidden in first order@32,45–50#. We have shown earlie
@40,51# that the 3Pj 51↔3Pj 50 transition cannot occur a
zero temperature in collisions atB50. As indicated in Table
I, however, the interaction with the magnetic fields wou
couple the states and the3Pj 51→3Pj 50 transition becomes
allowed. Figure 6 shows the energy levels of carbon, split
the magnetic field.

Figure 7 shows cross sections for the transition from
mj51 state correlating with the3Pj 51 level to themj50

FIG. 5. Cross section for themj52→mj8522 transition in
O(3P)-3He collisions at a collision energy 10 cm21 as a function of
the magnetic-field strength.
6-5
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state correlating with the3Pj 50 level in carbon-helium col-
lisions at different magnetic field strengths. In the prese
of a magnetic field, the cross section passes through a m
mum at some low energy and then rises to infinity invers
as the velocity to yield a finite rate coefficient at zero te
perature. In the limit of zero collision energy, the rate co
ficient varies as the square of the magnetic field.

IV. SUMMARY

We have developed a methodology for quantum tim
independent calculations of cross sections for Zeeman
spin-orbit transitions in a magnetic field and have applie
to the study of magnetic and electronic relaxation in c
collisions of O(3P) and C(3P) with helium. We have con-
cluded that the Zeeman transitions are induced by interac
of the electronic orbital angular momentumL and the rota-
tional angular momentum of the diatoml. This interaction is
strong and theDmj51 and 2 transitions in O(3Pmj 52)-He
collisions are only one order of magnitude slower than
elastic energy transfer at low temperatures. We have fo
that the variation of cross sections for the Zeeman transit
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